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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to policy driven, credential delegation for single sign on and secure access to
applications, resources and/or services in a networked computing environment.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Sometimes, a server application accessed via a client requires the credentials of a user of the client to be
delegated to the server in order to support the scenarios enabled by the server application. In such a delegation situation,
the password of the user of the remote terminal is required on the server side in order for the server applications to
emulate the functionality that is available when a user is simply logged in as a local user of the server applications.
[0003] However, current systems for delegating credentials from a client to a server application for access to the
capabilities of the server application are not secure enough, i.e., insufficient protection exists when delegating/transmitting
the user’s credentials from the client to the server, leaving the user’s credentials vulnerable to certain forms of attack.
Currently, for instance, the calling application on either the server or client side sometimes has access to the user’s clear
text credentials, and thus the user’s credentials are somewhat insecure. In addition, there is currently no policy-driven
way to control and restrict the delegation of user credentials from the client to the server that applies to any type of user
credentials, i.e., user-name/password, smartcard pin, one time passcodes (OTP), etc.
The article "Advanced Client/Server Authentication in TLS" by Hess et al. describes a bilateral exchange of credentials
to gradually establish trust. The approach is based on a TLS handshake and further proposes to initiate a re-handshake,
in order to mutually exchange certificates in order to determine if the parties are trustworthy.
US 2004/0210756 Al describes an approach for client authentication. It is based on the idea of presenting evidence to
a domain controller of a first authentication context, which is submitted from a client to the first server to obtain a delegable
credential, wherein the credential is used to request a second authentication context from that client to a second server.
Furthermore, a SSL/TLS handshake with pass-through is described that provides client authentication and delegable
authentication contexts.
The article "Single Sign-on Using Kerberos in Java" by Upadhyay and Marti describes a framework which enables single
sign-on in Java, which requires sharing of credentials between the Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
and the Java Generic Security Service API. Kerberos is used as the underlying security mechanism. The approach
enables a simultaneous use of other security mechanisms.
In the online article "Kerberizing Applications Using Security Support Provider Interface" by Jalal and Jalil Feghhi a
security support provider interface is described which enables the use of multiple security packages that implement
specific security protocols and related security services.
The document "How TLS/SSL Works" from the Microsoft TechNet generally describes the TLS/SSL architecture and
related processes and interactions.
[0004] As described in more detail below with respect to the invention, it would be desirable to improve upon these
and other deficiencies of the state of the art.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of the foregoing, the present invention provides a credential security support provider (Cred SSP) that
enables any application to securely delegate a user’s credentials from the client, via client side Security Support Provider
(SSP) software, to a target server, via server side SSP software in a networked computing environment. In one embod-
iment, the Cred SSP is made available to the user via Security Support Provider Interface (SSPI) software, which may
be included as part of an operating system of the  client. The Cred SSP of the invention provides a secure solution that
is based in part upon a set of policies, including a default policy that is secure against a broad range of attacks, which
are used to control and restrict the delegation of user credentials from a client to a server. The policies can be for any
type of user credentials and the different policies are designed to mitigate a broad range of attacks so that appropriate
delegation can occur for given delegation circumstances, network conditions, trust levels, etc. Additionally, only a trusted
subsystem, e.g., a trusted subsystem of the Local Security Authority (LSA), has access to the clear text credentials such
that neither the calling application of the SSPI APIs using the Cred SSP on the server side nor the calling application of
the SSPI APIs using the Cred SSP on the client side have access to clear text credentials.
[0006] Other features of the present invention are described below.
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DRAWINGS

[0007] The policy driven, credential delegation for single sign on and secure access to resources in a networked
computing environment are further described with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:
[0008] Figure 1 is a block diagram overview of the credential security support provider architecture of the invention
that enables the secure delegation of credentials from client to server;
[0009] Figures 2A and 2B illustrate an exemplary, non-limiting implementation of the credential security support provider
architecture for delegating credentials to a terminal server.
[0010] Figure 3 is a flow diagram of an exemplary, non-limiting protocol utilized by the credential security support
provider architecture of the invention;
[0011] Figure 4 is a flow diagram of an exemplary, non-limiting implementation of a protocol utilized by the credential
security support provider architecture of the invention;
[0012] Figure 5 is a block diagram overview of the credential security support provider architecture that enables the
secure delegation of credentials from client to server based on group policy in accordance with the invention;
[0013] Figure 6 is a block diagram overview of three different types of credentials that may be considered at a policy
level according to threat of attack in accordance with the invention;
[0014] Figure 7A is a block diagram representing an exemplary network environment in which the present invention
may be implemented; and
[0015] Figure 7B is a block diagram representing an exemplary non-limiting computing system environment in which
the present invention may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0016] As mentioned in the background, there are some client/server applications that require the user’s credentials
to be delegated to the server in order to support the server scenarios. Terminal Server is one such example where
sometimes the user’s password is used on the server side in order to emulate its functionality on the client side. However,
as mentioned, prior art delegation techniques do not provide sufficient protection to the user’s credentials when sent to
the server.
[0017] The Cred SSP of the invention is a new "security support provider," sometimes also referred to as a "security
service provider," that may be made available via existing Security Support Provider Interface (SSPI) infrastructure of
an operating system of the client. The Cred SSP of the invention enables an application to delegate the user’s credentials
from the client, e.g., via client side SSP software, to the target server, e.g., via server side SSP software. In an exemplary,
non-limiting embodiment, the Cred SSP of the invention may be included in Terminal Server. However, the Cred SSP
of the invention may be utilized by other applications, and may be made available to any internal or third party application
using the SSPI of the applicable operating system.
[0018] The Cred SSP solution is a more secure solution that provides a set of policies that can be used to control and
restrict the delegation of user credentials from the client to the server. The policies are designed to address a broad
range of attacks, including malware running on the client’s machine. The Cred SSP of the invention includes a "secure
by default" policy, which is the particular configuration via the policy settings that enables a client machine, by default,
to mitigate a broad range of attacks. The set of policies of the invention are applicable to protecting any type of user
credentials, including, but not limited to username/password, smartcard pin, one time passcodes (OTP), etc. The Cred
SSP of the invention protect the user’s credentials such that the calling application (of the Cred SSP API) on the server
or client side does not have access to clear text credentials, because only a trusted subsystem has access to clear text
credentials.
[0019] Microsoft’s Terminal Server (TS), for instance, is an example of a server/client product that sometimes requires
users to provide sign on credentials at the terminal/client, and delegate those sign on credentials to the server in order
to authorize the serving of applications and the "desktop" experience of Microsoft’s Windows operating systems products
to the terminal/client. TS can be thought of as generally including three main parts: a multi-user core server, the Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP) that enables the Windows desktop interface to be sent to the terminals by the server, and the
client software that executes on each terminal, In one non-limiting embodiment of the invention, the protocols of the
credential security support provider of the invention may be implemented in connection with terminal server software.

Supplemental Context

[0020] Some of the various embodiments are described herein with reference to terms that are generally understood
by those of ordinary skill in the authentication and credentials delegation arts. While this section is not intended to
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substitute for the knowledge of those of ordinary skill in the art and is to be considered a non-exhaustive overview,
nonetheless, this section is believed to advantageously provide some additional context and background for certain
terms, which are utilized in the context of the operation of various embodiments of the invention, as described in more
detail below.
[0021] Additional context and background for the following terms generally known by those of ordinary skill in the art
is thus provided herein: Kerberos, Windows NT Local Area Network (LAN) Manager (NTLM), Simple and Protected
Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSSAPI) Negotiation Mechanism (SPNEGO for short), Local
Security Authority (LSA), Security Support Provider Interface (SSPI) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol and an
exemplary Windows Authentication Infrastructure.

Kerberos

[0022] Kerberos is a secure method for authenticating a request for a service in a computer network. Borrowing its
name from the mythological three-headed dog that guards the entrance to Hades, Kerberos lets a user request an
encrypted "ticket" from an authentication process that can then be used to request a particular service from a server,
such that the user’s password does not have to pass through the network. Kerberos includes client and server side
software that allows access to a server including a login  request at a client by a user. The server, however, requires a
Kerberos "ticket" before it honors the request for access to its applications, resources and/or services. To obtain the
proper Kerberos ticket, an authentication request is made by the client to an Authentication Server (AS). The AS creates
a "session key," which is also an encryption key, basing the session key on the user’s password obtained from the user
name, and a random value that represents the requested service. In this sense, the session key is effectively a "ticket-
granting ticket."
[0023] Next, the ticket-granting ticket obtained is transmitted to a ticket-granting server (TGS). The TGS may be
physically the same server as the AS, but functionally performs a different service. The TGS returns the ticket that can
be sent to the server for the requested service. The service either rejects the ticket if the ticket is invalid, or accepts the
ticket as a valid ticket and performs the service. Because the ticket received from the TGS is time-stamped, the ticket
allows additional requests using the same ticket within a certain time period without having to re-authenticate the user’s
use of the service of the server. On the other hand, making the ticket valid for a limited time period makes it less likely
that someone other than the authorized user will be able to re-use the ticket. One of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate
that the particulars of the Kerberos authentication process at the interface, protocol, payload and driver levels can be
much more complicated and that the user procedure may vary somewhat according to implementation.

Windows NT LAN Manager (NTLM)

[0024] An alternative to Kerberos, NTLM is an authentication protocol used in various Microsoft network protocol
implementations and supported by the NTLM Security Support Provider (NTLMSSP). Originally used for authentication
and negotiation of secure Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)/ Remote Procedure Call (RPC) communications,
NTLM is also used as an integrated single sign-on mechanism.
[0025] NTLM employs a challenge-response mechanism for authentication, in which clients are able to prove their
identities without sending a password to the server. The challenge-response mechanism includes three messages,
commonly referred to as Type 1 (negotiation), Type 2 (challenge) and Type 3 (authentication). At a high level, with
NTLM, first, a client sends a Type 1 message to the server including a list of features supported by the client and
requested of the server. The server responds with a Type 2 message to the client including a list of features supported
and agreed upon by the server and a challenge generated by the server. The client replies to the challenge with a Type
3 message with several pieces of information about the client including the domain and  username of the client user and
one or more responses to the Type 2 challenge. The response(s) in the Type 3 message are an important piece as they
prove to the server that the client user has knowledge of the account password.

Secure Channel (Schannel)

[0026] Secure Channel, also known as Schannel, is a security support/service provider (SSP) containing a set of
security protocols that provide identity authentication and enhanced communication security through encryption. Schan-
nel is primarily used for Internet applications that require enhanced security for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
communications. Server authentication, where the server provides proof of its identity to the client, is required by the
Schannel security protocols. Thus, Schannel protocols utilize Schannel credentials that can be used to authenticate
servers and, optionally, clients. Client authentication may be requested by the server at any time. Schannel credentials
are X.509 certificates. Public and private key information from certificates is used to authenticate the server and, optionally,
the client. These keys are also used to provide message integrity while the client and the server exchange the information
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required to generate and exchange session keys. Schannel implements the SSL and TLS protocols referred to in more
detail below.

Simple and Protected GSSAPI Negotiation Mechanism (SPNEGO)

[0027] SPNEGO is a standard Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSSAPI) pseudo-mechanism
for peers to determine which GSSAPI mechanisms are shared, select one and then establish a security context with the
shared GSSAPI mechanism. The specification for SPNEGO may be found at the Internet Engineering Task Force’s
Draft RFC 2478, entitled, "GSS-API Negotiation Mechanism," dated December 1998.
[0028] SPNEGO’s use may be found, for instance, in the "HTTP Negotiate" extension, which is an authentication
extension that was first implemented in browsing software Internet Explorer and which provided single sign-on capabilities
known as Windows Integrated Authentication. Negotiable sub-mechanisms of SPNEGO include NTLM and Kerberos,
which may both use Active Directory.
[0029] The GSSAPI provides a generic interface which can be layered atop different security mechanisms, such that
if communicating peers acquire GSSAPI credentials for the same security mechanism, then a security context may be
established  between them. However, GSSAPI doesn’t prescribe the method by which GSSAPI peers can establish
whether they have a common security mechanism.
[0030] SPNEGO enables GSSAPI peers to determine in-band whether their credentials share common GSSAPI se-
curity mechanism(s), and if so, to invoke normal security context establishment for a selected common security mech-
anism, allowing the negotiation of different security mechanisms, different options within a given security mechanism,
or different options from several security mechanisms. This is most useful for applications that are based on GSSAPI
implementations which support multiple security mechanisms. Once the common security mechanism is identified, the
security mechanism may also negotiate mechanism-specific options during its context establishment.
[0031] With SPNEGO, the negotiation data is encapsulated in context-level tokens. Thus, callers of the GSSAPI do
not need to be aware of the existence of the negotiation tokens, but only of the pseudo-security mechanism.
[0032] The negotiation model of SPNEGO works as follows: the initiator proposes one security mechanism or an
ordered list of security mechanisms, and the target either accepts the proposed security mechanism, or chooses one
from an offered set, or rejects the proposed value(s). The target then informs the initiator of its choice.
[0033] In its basic form, this protocol requires an extra-round trip. Network connection setup is a critical performance
characteristic of any network infrastructure and extra round trips over WAN links, packet radio networks, etc. can really
make a difference. In order to avoid such an extra round trip, the initial security token of the preferred mechanism for
the initiator may be embedded in the initial token. If the target preferred mechanism matches the initiator’s preferred
mechanism, no additional round trips are incurred by using the negotiation protocol.
[0034] SPNEGO also provides a technique to protect negotiation when the underlying mechanism selected by the
target is capable of integrity protection. When all the mechanisms proposed by the initiator support integrity protection
or when the selected mechanism supports integrity protection, then the negotiation mechanism becomes protected since
this guarantees that the appropriate mechanism supported by both peers has been selected.

Local Security Authority (LSA)

[0035] While a generalized concept, the LSA is a key component of the logon process for Microsoft’s Windows operating
system technologies being responsible for  validating users for both local and remote logons. The LSA also maintains
the local security policy.
[0036] During a local, interactive, logon to a machine, a person enters their name and password to the logon dialog.
This information is passed to the LSA, which then calls the appropriate authentication package. The password is sent
in a nonreversible secret key format using a one-way hash function. The LSA then queries the Security Account Manager
(SAM) database for the user’s account information. If the key provided matches the one in the SAM, the SAM returns
the user’s Security Identifier (SID) and the SIDs of any groups to which the user belongs. The LSA then uses these SIDs
to generate security access token(s). This description applies in the case of a user having a local account, as opposed
to a domain account where a Kerberos service ticket is obtained to authenticate the user to the machine.

Security Support Provider Interface (SSPI)

[0037] The SSPI defines the mechanics of authenticating a user, i.e., verifying that the user is who the user claims to
be, or at the very least, that the user knows a secret, e.g., the password, associated with a particular user account.
[0038] The credentials used for such an authenticated connection can be: (1) the credentials for an existing authen-
ticated link between the client and server machines (e.g., an existing drive mapping), (2) the credentials for the client
user’s account, if the server recognizes the SID associated with this account; this implies that both client and server
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trust the same domain, and that the user account is from that domain, (3) the raw credentials (e.g., name and password)
for a local account on the server if it matches both the client user’s name and password (in this case, the client user’s
account and the account he uses on the server are distinct) and (4) the credentials (e.g., name and password) that are
explicitly passed in by the user. SSPI works by asking the calling applications (the client and server processes) to transmit
data blocks back and forth until the underlying security provider is satisfied.
[0039] Having loaded the security dynamic link library (DLL) and having selected a package (another term for security
provider, such as NTLM, Kerberos, etc.), the client initializes the local or client SSPI and retrieves the first set of data
to send to the server. Meanwhile, the server has initialized the server SSPI and after receiving the first set of data, the
server feeds it to the server SSPI, which processes the first set of data resulting in a second set of data. On return, the
server performs a check against the  resulting second set of data and if the data is greater than 0, the server sends the
second set of data to the client, which in turn feeds it to the client SSPL The client SSPI then either requests that a third
set of data be sent to the server, or tells the application that authentication is complete. This continues until both the
client and server SSPIs are satisfied with the data received from the other.
[0040] At this point, the server holds a context handle, which (among other things) can be queried for the user name
of the client. Depending on the options used by the client, the server may also be allowed to use the context to impersonate
the client, to sign or encrypt messages, and so on. There is one more, optional, step that may be performed. To end the
send-receive cycle, some security providers may request a predefined finishing step called CompleteAuthToken(CAT).

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TZS) protocols

[0041] The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, its successor, both
implemented by Schannel, are cryptographic protocols which provide secure communications on the Internet. There
are slight differences between SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0, but the protocol remains substantially the same. The term "SSL"
sometimes refers to both protocols unless clarified by context.
[0042] SSL/TSL protocols provide endpoint authentication and communications privacy over the Internet using cryp-
tography. In typical use, the server is authenticated (i.e., its identity is ensured) while the client remains unauthenticated,
though mutual authentication may be performed via public key infrastructure (PKI) deployment to clients. The protocols
allow client/server applications to communicate in a way designed to prevent eavesdropping, tampering, and message
forgery.

Exemplary Non-Limiting Windows Authentication Infrastructure

[0043] One exemplary, non-limiting authentication infrastructure is provided by Windows operating systems technol-
ogies that support different authentication methods via the Security Service/Support Provider (SSP) software.
[0044] In one implementation, Windows supports three primary SSPs described above: Kerberos, NTLM Challenge/
Response and SChannel Security Protocols. While Kerberos is the default authentication method in Windows 2000,
other methods can be used through the Security Support Provider Interface, or SSPI. In addition, for example, Windows
can use the following network SSPs to provide authentication services using  digital certificates: Distributed Password
Authentication (DPA) - an Internet authentication protocol, Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) - an extension to
Point-to-Point (PPP) protocol and Public key-based protocols, including SSL, TLS and Private Communication Tech-
nology.

Policy Driven, Credential Delegation for Single Sign On and Secure Access to Network Resources

[0045] As mentioned, the invention provides enhanced credential security support provider (Cred SSP) software that
enables an application to delegate the user’s credentials from the client, e.g., via client side SSP software, to the target
server, e.g., via server side SSP software. The Cred SSP of the invention may be utilized by any native application of
an operating system or any third party application using the applicable SSPI, e.g., an SSPI integrated with an operating
system application platform.
[0046] Fig. 1 is a block diagram overview of the Cred SSP architecture of the invention that enables the secure
delegation of credentials from client to server, without exposing the clear text credentials to the calling application(s). In
one embodiment, the Cred SSP is implemented as a set of two packages: a client (or application) side CredSSP package
Client-Side_CredSSP and an LSA side CredSSP package LSA_CredSSP of a device D, for either a client computing
device or server computing device.
[0047] The Client-side package Client-side_CredSSP is client side security support provider software that is exposed
to callers of the client side Security Support Provider Interface Client-side_CredSSP Interface I1, provides Schannel
negotiation and exposes the Schannel package functionality, as well as communication with the LSA side package LSA_
CredSSP via LSA-side CredSSP Interface I2. In accordance with the invention, handling Schannel negotiation and
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functionality in a user process facilitates faster encryptMessage and decryptMessage operations as compared to per-
formance by the LSA.
[0048] In accordance with the invention, the LSA package LSA_CredSSP provides the SPNEGO negotiation and
credential encryption/decryption and credential forwarding, as well as performs the policy checks against the policies
defined in accordance with the above-described set of policies of the invention.
[0049] As mentioned, and as shown in Figs. 2A and 2B in an exemplary, non-limiting embodiment, the invention is
implemented in connection with a terminal server client 200 delegating credentials to a terminal server 250.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 2A, an implementation of a terminal server client 200 interacts with LSA Server process 225
via secure authentication library 205 utilizing a local procedure call (LPC) 215 that includes transmitting data across
process boundary 220. Functions 210 execute in secure authentication library 205 and may include a CredSSP Initialize
Security Context (CredSSP.ISC) function that includes a Secure Sockets Layer/Initialize Security Context (SSL.ISC)
function and a Secure Sockets Layer/Encrypt Message (SSL.EM) function. Functions 230 executes in LSA Server
process 225 and may include a CredSSP Initialize Security Context (CredSSP.ISC) function that includes a SPNEGO/
Initialize Security Context (SPNEGO.ISC) function and a SPNEGO/Encrypt Message (SPNEGO.EM) function.
[0051] As shown in Fig. 2B, an implementation of a terminal server 250 interacts with LSA Server process 275 via
secure authentication library255 utilizing a local procedure call (LPC) 265 that includes crossing process boundary 270.
Functions 260 executes on secure authentication process 205 and may include a CredSSP Accept Security Context
(CredSSP.ASC) function that includes a Secure Sockets Layer/Accept Security Context (SSL.ASC) function and a
Secure Sockets Layer /Decrypt Message (SSL.DM) function. Functions 280 execute in LSA Server process 275 and
may include a CredSSP Accept Security Context (CredSSP.ASC) function that includes a SPNEGO/Accept Security
Context (SPNEGO.ASC) function and a SPNEGO/Decrypt Message (SPNEGO.DM) function.
[0052] An exemplary, non-limiting protocol utilized by the Cred SSP of the invention is shown in exemplary fashion in
the flow diagram of Fig. 3. At 300, an initial SSL/TLS handshake takes place between a client and a server. At 305,
SPNEGO negotiation occurs to select an authentication mechanism (e.g., Kerberos or NTLM, or other suitable negotiation
mechanism understood by client and server). At 310 and 315, using the negotiated authentication mechanism, the server
is authenticated to the client, and the client is authenticated to the server.
[0053] If, at 320, appropriate authentication has been achieved between client and server according to steps 310
and/or 315, then a shared secret (e.g., a shared key) is established for all further traffic at 330. However, advantageously,
if, at 320, appropriate authentication has not been established between client and server, then no session is created at
325, and much computational expense and traffic is avoided. In the past, e.g., for past implementations of terminal
server, authentication was performed more expensively because the attempt to perform authentication was started after
a session was created. In  contrast, in accordance with the protocol of the Cred SSP of the invention, the session between
client and server is not created unless authentication of client and server according to the SPNEGO selected authenti-
cation mechanism is achieved.
[0054] Thus, assuming at 320 that appropriate authentication has been performed using the selected authentication
mechanism, a shared key is established for all further traffic between client and server at 330. However, just because
threshold authentication has occurred does not yet mean that the server is necessarily trusted by the client. Thus, at
this point, while a session has been created between client and server, the server may be considered trusted or untrusted.
Accordingly, using group policy 335 of the invention, the LSA Cred SSP on the client machine performs a policy check
at 340 to determine whether to delegate the user credentials. If the server is not to be trusted, then at 345, the credentials
are not delegated. If the server relationship is trusted per the policy check of 340, then at 350, the public key of the
server is authenticated to help avoid "man-in-the-middle" attacks, where a rogue software object mimics the behavior
and public key of the server. Thus, if the public key of the server is not authenticated at 350, then the credentials are
not delegated according to risk of man in the middle attack at 355. At 360, an encryption format is applied to the credentials
that is understood only by a trusted subsystem of the LSA. At 465, the encrypted credentials are delegated from the
client to the server. By making the encryption format understood only by a trusted subsystem of the LSA, advantageously,
the calling applications on the client and server to the LSA and Cred SSP of the invention do not have improper access
to clear text credentials.
[0055] Fig. 4 illustrates a more detailed implementation of the credential delegation protocol of the invention as an
exemplary, non-limiting flow diagram. At 400, a SSL/TLS handshake is completed between client and server, and
SSL/TLS encryption key KssL/TLS is established between the client and the server. Kpub is the public key in the server’s
certificate. Then, at 410, over the encrypted SSL/TLS channel, mutual authentication of the client and server is completed
using the SPNEGO package. Depending on the client/server trust relationship, either the Kerberos or NTLM package
is negotiated and used. It is noted that in case NTLM is negotiated, the server proves knowledge of the password to the
client, but other servers in the same domain have access to the password. Kspnego is either a Kerberos sub-session or
an NTLM session key shared by both sides upon completion of the SPNEGO exchange.
[0056] At 420, the LSA Cred SSP on the client machine performs a policy check based on the server’s service principal
name (SPN), server authentication info (PKI/KRB  vs. NTLM) and the group policy settings to determine whether to
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delegate the user’s credentials to the server. Then, at 430, it is verified that KSSL/TLS belongs to the target server and
not a man in the middle by performing the following exemplary authentication exchange: 

[0057] It is noted that KSSL/TLS is used to encrypt all client/server communication. Furthermore, this server authenti-
cation step may be based on Kerberos or NTLM, if there is no PKI based trust. The secure binding of the SSL/TLS
authenticated channel to the Kerberos based authentication, as described, may be carried out on top of SSL/TLS. Stated
differently, the invention may securely utilize Kerberos based credentials to authenticate a SSL/TLS negotiated master/
session key, which can be particularly useful if there is no PKI trust between the SSL/TLS client and SSL/TLS server.
[0058] Finally, at 440, the user’s credentials (e.g., password) may be delegated to the server in a manner that prevents
clear text credential review except by the trusted LSA subsystem of the invention according to the following symbolic
data exchange: 

[0059] As described above, for instance, in steps 340 (and group policy 335) and 420 of Figs. 3 and 4, respectively,
policies are utilized to control and restrict the delegation of the client’s credentials in accordance with the invention to
mitigate a broad range of security attacks. As mentioned, the LSA package of the invention provides SPNEGO negotiation,
credential encryption/decryption and credential forwarding. The LSA package of the invention also performs policy
checks against policies defined in accordance with the invention. The purpose of the group policy settings of the invention
is to ensure that the user’s credentials are not delegated to an unauthorized server, e.g., a machine under the admin-
istrative control of a rogue or subject to an attacker. It should be noted that, while trust may exist to facilitate authentication
between the client and server, e.g., based on PKI, Kerberos or NTLM authentication, such trust does not mean that the
target server is trusted with the user’s credentials. Thus, the invention includes a policy consultation to ensure that the
target server can be trusted with the delegated credentials.
[0060] Fig. 5 is an exemplary, non-limiting block diagram of the Cred SSP architecture of the invention that enables
the secure delegation of credentials from client to server, without exposing the clear text credentials to the calling
application(s). Similar to Fig. 1, the Cred SSP is implemented as a set of two packages on both client C and server  S:
a client side package and an LSA side package. On client C, this translates to Client-side CredSSP and LSA-side
CredSSP. On Server S, this translates to Client-side CredSSP’ and LSA-side CredSSP’. Fig. 5 illustrates that in accord-
ance with the invention, the user’s clear text credentials are never stored or accessible to the calling application CA of
a client 500 requesting a server application, resource or service ARS of a server 510. The dotted line segmenting a
trusted subsystem portion of the LSAs shows that only the trusted subsystem portion of the LSAs have access to the
user’s clear text credentials, i.e., the ability to decrypt/encrypt. In addition, Fig. 5 illustrates the LSA-side CredSSP on
the client machine consults the group policies GP of the invention, as described in more detail below.
[0061] In this regard, the group policy settings, shown below in Table III, define which servers are trusted with the
user’s credentials, where each setting is a list of service principal names (SPNs); in one embodiment, wild cards are
allowed. As one of ordinary skill in the string recognition arts can appreciate, wildcards refer to characters, such as ’*’,
which can stand for any character or string permissible in an alphabet of SPNs. Thus, according to the invention, the
Cred SSP (client side) only delegates the user’s credentials if the server is authenticated to the client and the server’s
SPN passes a policy check, e.g., as defined by the group policy (GP) settings shown in the Table III below.
[0062] The policy settings for delegating user credentials defined below in Table III are designed to mitigate a variety
of attacks, including but not limited to, the attacks listed in Table I:

Table I - Types of Attacks Policy Settings Mitigate

1 A Trojan or malware may be running on the client machine, e.g., in Limited User Access (LUA) mode, not 
admin.

2 Default GP settings vs. other GP values that may be configured by administrator (including misuse of wild 
cards).
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[0063] The decision made as to which of the policies defined in accordance with the invention (defined in exemplary,
non-limiting fashion in Table III below) applies to a given situation depends upon the authentication protocol negotiated
between the client and the server, as described above in connection with Figs. 3 through 5 and the type of credentials.
Fig. 6 shows three exemplary types of credentials upon which policy may be  based in accordance with the invention,
including Fresh Credentials, Default Credentials and Saved Credentials. Fresh credentials are credentials that are input
in real-time via a credential user interface, such as CredUI 610. Saved credentials are credentials that have been input
formerly as fresh credentials, and which are stored for additional re-use by a credential manager, such as CredMan 600,
e.g., for a limited period of time. Saved credentials are considered weaker from a security standpoint than fresh credentials.
Even less secure are default credentials, which as the name implies are default credentials that are designated for use
by the LSA 620 in the absence of other instructions to use other credentials. For instance, Default credentials may
include credentials entered at log on time. Default credentials may be alright for certain circumstance, which do not
require elevated security, such as certain Web site credentials. Also, while less secure, default credentials have the
advantage of being immediately available to LSA 620. Thus, there are three type of credentials that may be utilized in
connection with a request by a terminal server client TSC as shown in Fig. 6. Table II sets forth the three types of
credentials considered in this exemplary, non-limiting embodiment: Fresh, Saved and Default.

[0064] As referred to above, Table III below includes an exemplary non-limiting set of group policy (GP) settings for
controlling/restricting the delegation of user credentials by a client to a server in accordance with the invention. As one
of ordinary skill in the computer networking arts can appreciate, Termsrv/* stands for a set of SPNs where the service
is Termsrv and the host machine named after the forward slash "/" can be any target server matching the * wildcard.

(continued)

3 Domain Name Service (DNS) poisoning. When the client resolves the host name, it may be communicating 
with a rogue server.

4 Denial of service attacks on the Kerberos Key Distribution center (KDC).

Table II - Types of Credentials

Fresh Credentials User’s credentials collected via user interface, such as CredUI, and passed directly to SSPI 
(e.g., passed in into AcquireCredentialsHandle call).

Default Credentials Credentials that were initially provided by the user when the user first signed on to the system 
(available to SSPs).

Saved Credentials Credentials for a particular target server that the user elected to save in the credential manager 
(e.g., CredMan).

Table III - Group Policy Settings for Controlling/Restricting Delegadon of User Credentials

# GP Setting (List of SPNs) Default value comments

1 AllowDefCredentials NULL Default setting:

Meaning: Password may be passed to 
listed targets when authenticating with 
default credentials.

By default, delegation of default 
credentials (those entered when the user 
first signed on) is not permitted to any 
machine. This means that malware 
running on the client machine (in LUA 
mode) will not be able to delegate default 
credentials by calling into the Cred SSP 
(regardless of all other factors, i.e., 
authentication scheme) since the policy 
check will fail.

2 AllowSavedCredentials Termsrv/* Default setting:
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(continued)

# GP Setting (List of SPNs) Default value comments

Meaning: Password may be passed to 
listed targets when authenticating with 
saved credentials

The default value permits the delegation 
of the user’s saved credentials to the 
terminal service running on any machine. 
It should be noted that this applies to 
servers that the user previously logged 
into and elected to save his credentials 
in CredMan. (Target server name is 
stored along with the user’s credentials 
in CredMan).

3 AllowFreshCredentials Termsrv/* By comparison to the above settings, with 
AllowFreshCredentials, there is no 
possibility of malware performing a silent 
login (without the user first being 
prompted, assuming 
AllowSavedCredentials & 
AllowDefCredentials policy settings are 
not enabled)

Meaning: Password may be passed to 
target when authenticating with fresh 
credentials

4 DenyDefCredentials NULL This setting is used to further restrict to 
which servers the user’s default 
credentials can be delegated, and by 
itself does not offer an opportunity for 
exploit.

Meaning: Password may not be passed 
to listed targets when authenticating with 
default credentials

However, the administrator should still 
exercise caution when constructing a 
policy for default credentials via the 
combination of DenyDefCredentials & 
AllowDefCredentials settings.

If AllowDefCredentials covers a wide set 
of servers, the list of exceptions 
expressed via DenyDefCredentials may 
not comprehensively cover all untrusted 
servers in a given environment. This can 
become a particular issue over time, as 
new servers come online.

Additionally, malware with administrative 
privileges can remove untrusted servers 
from the DenyDefCredentials list. 
However, malware with administrative 
privileges is a "game over" condition 
since there are a number of ways to 
obtain the user’s password in such a 
case.

5 DenySavedCredentials NULL This setting is used to further restrict to 
which servers the user’s saved 
credentials can be delegated, and by 
itself does not offer opportunity for 
exploit.

Meaning: Password may not be passed 
to listed targets when authenticating with 
saved credentials
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[0065] In summary, the Cred SSP solution of the invention provides a more secure solution than in the past by providing
a set of policies that can be used to control and restrict the delegation of user credentials from the client to the server.
As the exemplary, non-limiting set of policies of Table III illustrate, the policies are designed to address a broad range
of attacks, including malware running on the client’s machine. Additionally, the Cred SSP of the invention includes a
"secure by default" policy, which is the particular configuration via the policy settings that enables a client machine, by
default, to mitigate a broad range of attacks. Furthermore, the set of policies of the invention are applicable for protection
of any type of user credentials, including, but not limited to usemame/password, smartcard pin, one time passcodes
(OTP), etc. The Cred SSP of the invention provides additional protection for the user’s credentials because the calling
application (of the Cred SSP API) on the server or client side is never given access to the user’s clear text credentials,
because only a trusted subsystem of the LSA has access to clear text credentials.

Exemplary Networked and Distributed Environments

[0066] One of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate that the invention can be implemented in connection with any
computer or other client or server device, which can be deployed as part of a computer network, or in a distributed
computing environment. In this regard, the present invention pertains to any computer system or environment having
any number of memory or storage units, and any number of applications and processes occurring across any number
of storage units or volumes, which may be used in connection with processes for delegating credentials from a client to
a server in accordance with the present invention. The present invention may apply to an environment with server
computers and client computers deployed in a network environment or distributed computing environment, having remote
or local storage. The present invention may also be applied to standalone computing devices, having programming

(continued)

# GP Setting (List of SPNs) Default value comments

6 DenyFreshCredentials NULL This setting is used to further restrict to 
which servers the user’s fresh credentials 
can be delegated, and, by itself, does not 
offer opportunity for exploit.

Meaning: Password may not be passed 
to listed targets when authenticating with 
fresh credentials

7 AllowDefCredentialsWh enNTLMOnly NULL By default, this setting is off since 
Kerberos and PKI based trust offers 
stronger authentication methodology 
than NTLM.

Meaning: If the only authentication 
package is NTLM, and user authenticates 
with default credentials, allow the 
password to be passed to the listed 
targets.

8 AllowSavedCredentials WhenNTLMOnly Termsrv/* (unjoined) To cope with the inherent weakness in 
the NTLM protocol, delegation of user 
credentials is allowed by default only 
withdomain unjoined machines (in this 
case,server authentication is ensured to 
beachieved by the target stand alone 
machine).

Meaning: If the only authentication is 
NTLM, and user authenticates with saved 
credentials, allow the password to be 
passed to the listed targets.

NULL (joined)

By default, for the domain joined case, 
NTLM, by itself, is not allowed (server 
authentication is based on Kerberos or 
PKI).

9 AllowFreshCredentials WhenNTLMOnly Termsrv/*

Meaning: If the only authentication is 
NTLM, . and user authenticates with fresh 
credentials, allow the password to be 
passed to the listed targets.
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language functionality, interpretation and execution capabilities for generating, receiving and transmitting information in
connection with remote or local services and processes.
[0067] Distributed computing provides sharing of computer resources and services by exchange between computing
devices and systems. These resources and services include the exchange of information, cache storage and disk storage
for objects, such as files. Distributed computing takes advantage of network connectivity, allowing clients to leverage
their collective power to benefit the entire enterprise. In this regard, a variety of devices may have applications, objects
or resources that may implicate the systems and methods for delegating credentials from a client to a server of the
invention.
[0068] Fig. 7A provides a schematic diagram of an exemplary networked or distributed computing environment. The
distributed computing environment comprises computing objects 10a, 10b, etc. and computing obj ects or devices 110a,
110b, 110c, etc. These objects may comprise programs, methods, data stores, programmable logic, etc. The objects
may comprise portions of the same or different devices such as PDAs, audio/video devices, MP3 players, personal
computers, etc. Each object can communicate with another object by way of the communications network 14. This
network may itself comprise other computing objects and computing devices that provide services to the system of Fig.
7A, and may itself represent multiple interconnected networks. In accordance with an aspect of the invention, each
object 10a, 10b, etc. or 110a, 110b, 110c, etc. may contain an application that might make use of an API, or other object,
software, firmware and/or hardware, suitable for use with the systems and methods for delegating credentials from a
client to a server in accordance with the invention.
[0069] It can also be appreciated that an object, such as 110c, may be hosted on another computing device 10a, 10b,
etc. or 110a, 110b, etc. Thus, although the physical environment depicted may show the connected devices as computers,
such illustration is merely exemplary and the physical environment may alternatively be depicted or described comprising
various digital devices such as PDAs, televisions, MP3 players, etc., software objects such as interfaces, COM objects
and the like.
[0070] There are a variety of systems, components, and network configurations that support distributed computing
environments. For example, computing systems may be connected together by wired or wireless systems, by local
networks or widely distributed networks. Currently, many of the networks are coupled to the Internet, which provides an
infrastructure for widely distributed computing and encompasses many different networks. Any of the infrastructures
may be used for exemplary communications made incident to delegating credentials from a client to a server according
to the present invention.
[0071] In home networking environments, there are at least four disparate network transport media that may each
support a unique protocol, such as Power line, data (both wireless and wired), voice (e.g., telephone) and entertainment
media. Most home control devices such as light switches and appliances may use power lines for  connectivity. Data
Services may enter the home as broadband (e.g., either DSL or Cable modem) and are accessible within the home
using either wireless (e.g., HomeRF or 802.11B) or wired (e.g., Home PNA, Cat 5, Ethernet, even power line) connectivity.
Voice traffic may enter the home either as wired (e.g., Cat 3) or wireless (e.g., cell phones) and may be distributed within
the home using Cat 3 wiring. Entertainment media, or other graphical data, may enter the home either through satellite
or cable and is typically distributed in the home using coaxial cable. IEEE 1394 and DVI are also digital interconnects
for clusters of media devices. All of these network environments and others that may emerge, or already have emerged,
as protocol standards may be interconnected to form a network, such as an intranet, that may be connected to the
outside world by way of a wide area network, such as the Internet. In short, a variety of disparate sources exist for the
storage and transmission of data, and consequently, moving forward, computing devices will require ways of sharing
data, such as data accessed or utilized incident to program objects, such during the delegation of credentials from a
client to a server in accordance with the present invention.
[0072] The Internet commonly refers to the collection of networks and gateways that utilize the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols, which are well-known in the art of computer networking. The
Internet can be described as a system of geographically distributed remote computer networks interconnected by com-
puters executing networking protocols that allow users to interact and share information over network(s). Because of
such wide-spread information sharing, remote networks such as the Internet have thus far generally evolved into an
open system with which developers can design software applications for performing specialized operations or services,
essentially without restriction.
[0073] Thus, the network infrastructure enables a host of network topologies such as client/server, peer-to-peer, or
hybrid architectures. The "client" is a member of a class or group that uses the services of another class or group to
which it is not related. Thus, in computing, a client is a process, i.e., roughly a set of instructions or tasks, that requests
a service provided by another program. The client process utilizes the requested service without having to "know" any
working details about the other program or the service itself. In a client/server architecture, particularly a networked
system, a client is usually a computer that accesses shared network resources provided by another computer, e.g., a
server. In the illustration of Fig. 7A, as an example, computers 110a, 110b, etc. can be thought of as clients and computers
10a, 10b, etc. can be thought of as servers where  servers 10a, 10b, etc. maintain the data that is then replicated to
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client computers 110a, 110b, etc., although any computer can be considered a client, a server, or both, depending on
the circumstances. Any of these computing devices may be processing data or requesting services or tasks that may
implicate the delegation of credentials from a client to a server in accordance with the invention.
[0074] A server is typically a remote computer system accessible over a remote or local network, such as the Internet.
The client process may be active in a first computer system, and the server process may be active in a second computer
system, communicating with one another over a communications medium, thus providing distributed functionality and
allowing multiple clients to take advantage of the information-gathering capabilities of the server. Any software objects
utilized pursuant to the techniques for delegating credentials from a client to a server of the invention may be distributed
across multiple computing devices or objects.
[0075] Client(s) and server(s) communicate with one another utilizing the functionality provided by protocol layer(s).
For example, HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a common protocol that is used in conjunction with the World Wide
Web (WWW), or "the Web." Typically, a computer network address such as an Internet Protocol (IP) address or other
reference such as a Universal Resource Locator (URL) can be used to identify the server or client computers to each
other. The network address can be referred to as a URL address. Communication can be provided over a communications
medium, e.g., client(s) and server(s) may be coupled to one another via TCP/IP connection(s) for high-capacity com-
munication.
[0076] Thus, Fig. 7A illustrates an exemplary networked or distributed environment, with server(s) in communication
with client computer (s) via a network/bus, in which the present invention may be employed. In more detail, a number
of servers 10a, 10b, etc., are interconnected via a communications network/bus 14, which may be a LAN, WAN, intranet,
the Internet, etc., with a number of client or remote computing devices 110a, 110b, 110c, 110d, 110e, etc., such as a
portable computer, handheld computer, thin client, networked appliance, or other device, such as a VCR, TV, oven,
light, heater and the like in accordance with the present invention. It is thus contemplated that the present invention may
apply to any computing device in connection with which it is desirable to delegating user credentials to a server.
[0077] In a network environment in which the communications network/bus 14 is the Internet, for example, the servers
10a, 10b, etc. can be Web servers with which the  clients 110a, 110b, 110c, 110d, 110e, etc. communicate via any of
a number of known protocols such as HTTP. Servers 10a, 10b, etc. may also serve as clients 110a, 110b, 110c, 110d,
110e, etc., as may be characteristic of a distributed computing environment.
[0078] As mentioned, communications may be wired or wireless, or a combination, where appropriate. Client devices
110a, 110b, 110c, 1 lOd, 110e, etc. may or may not communicate via communications network/bus 14, and may have
independent communications associated therewith. For example, in the case of a TV or VCR, there may or may not be
a networked aspect to the control thereof. Each client computer 110a, 110b, 110c, 110d, 110e, etc. and server computer
10a, 10b, etc. may be equipped with various application program modules or objects 135a, 135b, 135c, etc. and with
connections or access to various types of storage elements or objects, across which files or data streams may be stored
or to which portion(s) of files or data streams may be downloaded, transmitted or migrated. Any one or more of computers
10a, 10b, 110a, 110b, etc. may be responsible for the maintenance and updating of a database 20 or other storage
element, such as a database or memory 20 for storing data processed or saved according to the invention. Thus, the
present invention can be utilized in a computer network environment having client computers 110a, 110b, etc. that can
access and interact with a computer network/bus 14 and server computers 10a, 10b, etc. that may interact with client
computers 110a, 110b, etc. and other like devices, and databases 20.

Exemplary Computing Device

[0079] As mentioned, the invention applies to any device wherein it may be desirable to shield a primary application
from interference from secondary applications of the device. It should be understood, therefore, that handheld, portable
and other computing devices and computing objects, of all kinds are contemplated for use in connection with the present
invention, i.e., anywhere that a device may wish to delegate credentials to a server (e.g., GSM network via a portable
device such as a mobile phone). Accordingly, the below general purpose remote computer described below in Fig. 7B
is but one example, and the present invention may be implemented with any client having network/bus interoperability
and interaction. Thus, the present invention may be implemented in an environment of networked hosted services in
which very little or minimal client resources are implicated, e.g., a networked environment in which the client device
serves merely as an interface to the network/bus, such as an object placed in an appliance.
[0080] Although not required, the invention can partly be implemented via an operating system, for use by a developer
of services for a device or object, and/or included within application software that operates in connection with the
component(s) of the invention. Software may be described in the general context of computer-executable instructions,
such as program modules, being executed by one or more computers, such as client workstations, servers or other
devices. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention may be practiced with other computer system config-
urations and protocols.
[0081] Fig. 7B thus illustrates an example of a suitable computing system environment 100a in which the invention
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may be implemented, although as made clear above, the computing system environment 100a is only one example of
a suitable computing environment for a computing device and is not intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope
of use or functionality of the invention. Neither should the computing environment 100a be interpreted as having any
dependency or requirement relating to any one or combination of components illustrated in the exemplary operating
environment 100a.
[0082] With reference to Fig. 7B, an exemplary remote device for implementing the invention includes a general
purpose computing device in the form of a computer 110a. Components of computer 110a may include, but are not
limited to, a processing unit 120a, a system memory 130a, and a system bus 121 a that couples various system com-
ponents including the system memory to the processing unit 120a. The system bus 121a may be any of several types
of bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety
of bus architectures.
[0083] Computer 110a typically includes a variety of computer readable media. Computer readable media can be any
available media that can be accessed by computer 110a. By way of example, and not limitation, computer readable
media may comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer storage media includes both volatile
and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information
such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage media
includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CDROM, digital versatile
disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic
storage devices, or any other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed
by computer 110a. Communication media typically embodies computer readable instructions, data structures, program
modules or other data in a modulated data signal such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism and includes
any information delivery media.
[0084] The system memory 130a may include computer storage media in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory
such as read only memory (ROM) and/or random access memory (RAM). A basic input/output system (BIOS), containing
the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements within computer 110a, such as during start-up,
may be stored in memory 130a. Memory 130a typically also contains data and/or program modules that are immediately
accessible to and/or presently being operated on by processing unit 120a. By way of example, and not limitation, memory
130a may also include an operating system, application programs, other program modules, and program data.
[0085] The computer 110a may also include other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage
media. For example, computer 110a could include a hard disk drive that reads from or writes to non-removable, nonvolatile
magnetic media, a magnetic disk drive that reads from or writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk, and/or an
optical disk drive that reads from or writes to a removable, nonvolatile optical disk, such as a CD-ROM or other optical
media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media that can be used in the exemplary
operating environment include, but are not limited to, magnetic tape cassettes, flash memory cards, digital versatile
disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state ROM and the like. A hard disk drive is typically connected to the
system bus 121a through a non-removable memory interface such as an interface, and a magnetic disk drive or optical
disk drive is typically connected to the system bus 121 a by a removable memory interface, such as an interface.
[0086] A user may enter commands and information into the computer 110a through input devices such as a keyboard
and pointing device, commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. Other input devices may include a
microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are often connected
to the processing unit 120a through user input 140a and associated interface(s) that are coupled to the system bus
121a, but may be connected by other interface and bus structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal
serial bus (USB). A graphics subsystem may also be connected to the system bus 121a. A monitor or other type of
display device is also connected to the system bus 121a via an interface, such as output interface 150a, which may in
turn communicate with video memory. In addition to a  monitor, computers may also include other peripheral output
devices such as speakers and a printer, which may be connected through output interface 150a.
[0087] The computer 110a may operate in a networked or distributed environment using logical connections to one
or more other remote computers, such as remote computer 170a, which may in turn have capabilities, such as media
capabilities, different from device 110a. The remote computer 170a may be a personal computer, a server, a router, a
network PC, a peer device or other common network node, or any other remote media consumption or transmission
device, and may include any or all of the elements described above relative to the computer 110a. The logical connections
depicted in Fig. 7B include a network 171a, such local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), but may also
include other networks/buses. Such networking environments are commonplace in homes, offices, enterprise-wide
computer networks, intranets and the Internet.
[0088] When used in a LAN networking environment, the computer 110a is connected to the LAN 171a through a
network interface or adapter. When used in a WAN networking environment, the computer 110a typically includes a
network component (network card, modem, etc.) or other means for establishing communications over the WAN, such
as the Internet. A means to connect to a network, which may be internal or external, may be connected to the system
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bus 121a via the user input interface of input 140a, or other appropriate mechanism. In a networked environment,
program modules depicted relative to the computer 110a, or portions thereof, may be stored in a remote memory storage
device. It will be appreciated that the network connections shown and described are exemplary and other means of
establishing a communications link between the computers may be used.

Exemplary Distributed Computing Frameworks or Architectures

[0089] Various distributed computing frameworks have been and are being developed in light of the convergence of
personal computing and the Internet. Individuals and business users alike are provided with a seamlessly interoperable
and Web-enabled interface for applications and computing devices, making computing activities increasingly Web brows-
er or network-oriented.
[0090] For example, MICROSOFT®’s managed code platform, i.e., .NET, includes servers, building-block services,
such as Web-based data storage and downloadable device software. Generally speaking, the .NET platform provides
(1) the  ability to make the entire range of computing devices work together and to have user information automatically
updated and synchronized on all of them, (2) increased interactive capability for Web pages, enabled by greater use of
XML rather than HTML, (3) online services that feature customized access and delivery of products and services to the
user from a central starting point for the management of various applications, such as e-mail, for example, or software,
such as Office .NET, (4) centralized data storage, which increases efficiency and ease of access to information, as well
as synchronization of information among users and devices, (5) the ability to integrate various communications media,
such as e-mail, faxes, and telephones, (6) for developers, the ability to create reusable modules, thereby increasing
productivity and reducing the number of programming errors and (7) many other cross-platform and language integration
features as well.
[0091] While some exemplary embodiments herein are described in connection with software, such as an application
programming interface (API), residing on a computing device, one or more portions of the invention may also be imple-
mented via an operating system, or a "middle man" object, a control object, hardware, firmware, intermediate language
instructions or objects, etc., such that the methods for delegating credentials from a client to a server in accordance with
the invention may be included in, supported in or accessed via all of the languages and services enabled by managed
code, such as .NET code, and in other distributed computing frameworks as well.
[0092] There are multiple ways of implementing the present invention, e.g., an appropriate API, tool kit, driver code,
operating system, control, standalone or downloadable software object, etc. which enables applications and services to
use the systems and methods for delegating credentials from a client to a server of the invention. The invention con-
templates the use of the invention from the standpoint of an API (or other software object), as well as from a software
or hardware object that receives a downloaded program in accordance with the invention. Thus, various implementations
of the invention described herein may have aspects that are wholly in hardware, partly in hardware and partly in software,
as well as in software.
[0093] As mentioned above, while exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been described in connection
with various computing devices and network architectures, the underlying concepts may be applied to any computing
device or system in which it is desirable to delegate credentials from a client to a server. For instance, the  algorithm(s)
and hardware implementations of the invention may be applied to the operating system of a computing device, provided
as a separate object on the device, as part of another object, as a reusable control, as a downloadable object from a
server, as a "middle man" between a device or object and the network, as a distributed object, as hardware, in memory,
a combination of any of the foregoing, etc. While exemplary progamming languages, names and examples are chosen
herein as representative of various choices, these languages, names and examples are not intended to be limiting. One
of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that there are numerous ways of providing object code and nomenclature that
achieves the same, similar or equivalent functionality achieved by the various embodiments of the invention.
[0094] As mentioned, the various techniques described herein may be implemented in connection with hardware or
software or, where appropriate, with a combination of both. Thus, the methods and apparatus of the present invention,
or certain aspects or portions thereof, may take the form of program code (i.e., instructions) embodied in tangible media,
such as floppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or any other machine-readable storage medium, wherein, when the
program code is loaded into and executed by a machine, such as a computer, the machine becomes an apparatus for
practicing the invention. In the case of program code execution on programmable computers, the computing device
generally includes a processor, a storage medium readable by the processor (including volatile and non-volatile memory
and/or storage elements), at least one input device, and at least one output device. One or more programs that may
implement or utilize the methods for delegating credentials from a client to a server of the present invention, e.g., through
the use of a data processing API, reusable controls, or the like, are preferably implemented in a high level procedural
or object oriented programming language to communicate with a computer system. However, the program(s) can be
implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. In any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted
language, and combined with hardware implementations.
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[0095] The methods and apparatus of the present invention may also be practiced via communications embodied in
the form of program code that is transmitted over some transmission medium, such as over electrical wiring or cabling,
through fiber optics, or via any other form of transmission, wherein, when the program code is received and loaded into
and executed by a machine, such as an EPROM, a gate array, a programmable logic device (PLD), a client computer,
etc., the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the  invention. When implemented on a general-purpose processor,
the program code combines with the processor to provide a unique apparatus that operates to invoke the functionality
of the present invention. Additionally, any storage techniques used in connection with the present invention may invariably
be a combination of hardware and software.
[0096] While the present invention has been described in connection with the preferred embodiments of the various
figures, it is to be understood that other similar embodiments may be used or modifications and additions may be made
to the described embodiment for performing the same function of the present invention without deviating therefrom. For
example, while exemplary network environments of the invention are described in the context of a networked environment,
such as a peer to peer networked environment, one skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention is not
limited thereto, and that the methods, as described in the present application may apply to any computing device or
environment, such as a gaming console, handheld computer, portable computer, etc., whether wired or wireless, and
may be applied to any number of such computing devices connected via a communications network, and interacting
across the network. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that a variety of computer platforms, including handheld
device operating systems and other application specific operating systems are contemplated, especially as the number
of wireless networked devices continues to proliferate.
[0097] While exemplary embodiments refer to utilizing the present invention in the context of particular programming
language constructs, the invention is not so limited, but rather may be implemented in any language to provide methods
for delegating credentials from a client to a server. Still further, the present invention may be implemented in or across
a plurality of processing chips or devices, and storage may similarly be effected across a plurality of devices. Therefore,
the present invention should not be limited to any single embodiment, but rather should be construed in breadth and
scope in accordance with the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for delegating user credentials from a client to a server in a networked computing environment, comprising
the following steps performed on a computing device of the client:

handling a request from the client for an application, service or resource of a server in the networked computing
environment that implicates delegation of user credentials from the client to the server;
initiating (400) a handshake between the client and the server;
negotiating to select an authentication package shared between the client and server to utilize as an authenti-
cation mechanism for authenticating communications between the client and the server;
mutually authenticating (410) the server and the client utilizing the selected authentication package as the
authentication mechanism;
determining whether mutual authentication has occurred according to said mutually authenticating step, and if
mutual authentication has occurred, establishing a session between the client and server including establishing
a shared secret for encryption of messages communicated between the client and server;
characterized by
after establishing the session between the client and server and prior to transmitting the user credentials for
the request, performing (420) a policy check according to at least one pre-defined policy defined for user
credentials to determine whether the server can be trusted with the user credentials, authenticating (430) the
public key Kpub of the server by:

encrypting the Kpub with the shared secret,
sending the encrypted Kpub to the server,
receiving a response from the server, and
verifying that the response includes Kpub+1 encrypted with the shared secret; and

if the server can be trusted according to the pre-defined policy and the response includes Kpub+1 encrypted
with the shared secret, transmitting (440) the user credentials to the server to gain access to the requested
application, service or resource of the server from the client.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one pre-defined policy is a plurality of policies used to control and restrict
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the delegation of user credentials from a client to a server.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the plurality of policies address the mitigation of a broad range of attacks including
at least one of Trojan or malware running on the client, default group policy settings and group policy values con-
figurable by an administrator of the client, domain name service, DNS, poisoning to avoid resolution to a rogue
server and denial of service attacks or wherein the plurality of policies include policies that at least one of allow or
deny delegation based on a list of service principal names, SPNs, of the server.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the performing includes performing a policy check according to at least one pre-
defined policy defined based on the type of user credentials.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the performing includes performing a policy check according to at least one pre-
defined policy defined based on whether the user credentials are fresh, saved or default credentials.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said transmitting of the user credentials includes transmitting the user credentials
in a format that only a trusted subsystem of a local security system has access to the user credentials in clear text
format.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the performing of the policy check is performed by a local security authority, LSA,
and the trusted subsystem is a trusted subsystem of the LSA.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said steps are performed via a credential security support provider component made
available to the client making the request via a security support provider interface, SSPI, or wherein the initial
handshake is a handshake according to the secure sockets layer, SSL, or transport layer security, TLS, protocol.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the negotiating includes negotiating using Simple and Protected Generic Security
Service Application Program Interface, GSSAPI, Negotiation Mechanism, SPNEGO, negotiation.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the selected authentication package is any one of Kerberos or NT Local Area
Network, LAN, Manager, NTLM, or wherein said shared secret is shared session key.

11. An application programming interface, residing on a client computer device, comprising computer executable inter-
face modules having computer executable instructions for performing the method of claim 1.

12. A client computing device, comprising:

a credential security support provider component for handling a request from the client (500) of the computing
device for an application, service or resource of a server (510) in the networked computing environment, wherein
the request implicates delegation of user credentials from the client (500) to the server (510);
wherein the credential security support provider component is configured to initiate a handshake between the
client (500) and the server (510), to negotiate the selection of a security support provider shared between the
client (500) and the server (510) to utilize as an authentication package for authenticating communications
between the client (500) and the server (510), and to perform steps to mutually authenticate the server (510)
and the client (500) utilizing the authentication package,
wherein, if mutual authentication has occurred, the credential security support provider component is further
configured to establish a session between the client (500) and the server (510) and a shared secret for encryption
of messages communicated between the client (500) and the server (510) according to the session, and is
characterized to be configured, after establishing the session between the client (S00) and the server (510), to
perform a policy check according to at least one pre-defined policy used to control and restrict the delegation
of user credentials from the client (500) to the server (510), to authenticate the public key Pub of the server by:

encrypting the Kpub with the shared secret,
sending the encrypted Kpub to the server (510),
receiving a response from the server (510), and
verifying that the response includes Kpub+1 encrypted with the shared secret, and

to transmit the user credentials to the server (510) to gain access to the requested application, service or
resource of the server (510) from the client (500) only if the policy check is passed and the response includes
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Kpub+1 encrypted with the shared secret.

13. The client computing device of claim 12, wherein the credential security support provider component is further
configured to transmit the user credentials in a format that only a trusted subsystem of a local security authority,
LSA, can decode to clear text format or wherein the at least one pre-defined policy addresses the mitigation of any
one or more of a broad range of attacks including Trojan or malware running on the client (500), default group policy
settings and group policy values configurable by an administrator of the client (500), domain name service, DNS,
poisoning to avoid resolution to a rogue server and denial of service attacks.

14. The client computing device of claim 12, wherein the at least one pre-defined policy includes a delegation policy
based on a relative strength of the authentication mechanism, or wherein the at least one pre-defined policy includes
a delegation policy based on whether the user credentials are fresh, saved or default credentials.

15. The method of one of the claims 1 to 10 as part of a single sign-on to a server’s resources, further including:

receiving the user credentials via a single sign-on of a user interface component of a client to access a set of
resources of the server, wherein
the handshake between the client and the server is initiated according to transport layer security, TLS, protocol;
and
the user credentials are securely delegated to the server to gain access to the set of resources.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Delegieren von Benutzerberechtigungsnachweisen von einem Client auf einen Server in einer ver-
netzten Rechenumgebung, die die folgenden auf einer Rechenvorrichtung des Clients durchgeführten Schritte
umfasst:

Behandeln einer Anfrage von dem Client nach einer Anwendung, einem Dienst oder einer Ressource eines
Servers in der vernetzten Rechenumgebung, die eine Delegierung der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise von
dem Client auf den Server zur Folge hat;
Initiieren (400) eines Handschlags zwischen dem Client und dem Server;
Verhandeln zum Auswählen eines Authentifizierungspakets, das von dem Client und dem Server gemeinsam
genutzt wird, um es als einen Authentifizierungsmechanismus zum Authentifizieren von Kommunikationen zwi-
schen dem Client und dem Server zu verwenden;
gegenseitiges Authentifizieren (410) des Servers und des Clients unter Verwendung des ausgewählten Au-
thentifizierungspakets als den Authentifizierungsmechanismus;
Bestimmen, ob eine gegenseitige Authentifizierung gemäß dem Schritt des gegenseitigen Authentifizierens
stattgefunden hat, und wenn die gegenseitige Authentifizierung stattgefunden hat, Aufbauen einer Sitzung
zwischen dem Client und dem Server, auf weisend Aufbauen eines gemeinsamen Geheimnisses zur Verschlüs-
selung von Nachrichten, die zwischen dem Client und dem Server kommuniziert werden;
gekennzeichnet durch,
nach dem Aufbauen der Sitzung zwischen dem Client und dem Server und vor Übertragen der Benutzerbe-
rechtigungsnachweise für die Anfrage, Durchführen (420) einer Richtlinienprüfung gemäß mindestens einer
vordefinierten Richtlinie, die für Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise definiert ist, um zu bestimmen, ob die Be-
nutzerberechtigungsnachweise dem Server anvertraut werden können, Authentifizieren (430) des öffentlichen
Schlüssels Kpub des Servers durch:

Verschlüsseln des Kpub mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis,
Senden des verschlüsselten Kpub an den Server,
Empfangen einer Antwort von dem Server und
Verifizieren, dass die Antwort Kpub+1 aufweist, das mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis verschlüsselt ist; und

wenn dem Server gemäß der vordefinierten Richtlinie vertraut werden kann und die Antwort Kpub+1 aufweist,
das mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis verschlüsselt ist, Übertragen (440) der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise
an den Server, um Zugriff auf die angefragte Anwendung, den Dienst oder die Ressource des Servers von dem
Client zu erlangen.
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2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mindestens eine vordefinierte Richtlinie eine Vielzahl von Richtlinien ist, die
verwendet werden, um die Delegierung der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise von einem Client auf einen Server
zu kontrollieren und zu beschränken.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei sich die Vielzahl von Richtlinien mit der Entschärfung eines breiten Spektrums
von Angriffen befasst, aufweisend mindestens eines aus einem Trojaner oder einer Schadsoftware, die auf dem
Client abläuft, Standardgruppenrichtlinieneinstellungen und Gruppenrichtlinienwerte, die von einem Administrator
des Clients konfigurierbar sind, ein Vergiften des Domänennamensdienstes (Domain Name Service), DNS, um eine
Auflösung auf einen unseriösen Server (Rogue Server) zu verhindern, und Denial of Service-Angriffe, oder wobei
die Vielzahl von Richtlinien Richtlinien aufweist, die mindestens eines aus einer Delegierung basierend auf einer
Liste von Diensthauptnamen (Service Principal Names), SPNs, des Servers erlauben oder verweigern.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Durchführen ein Durchführen einer Richtlinienprüfung gemäß mindestens
einer vordefinierten Richtlinie aufweist, die basierend auf dem Typ der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise definiert ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Durchführen ein Durchführen einer Richtlinienprüfung gemäß mindestens
einer vordefinierten Richtlinie aufweist, die basierend darauf definiert ist, ob die Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise
aktuell, gesichert oder Standardberechtigungsnachweise sind.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Übertragen der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise ein Übertragen der Be-
nutzerberechtigungsnachweise in einem Format aufweist, so dass nur ein vertrauenswürdiges Subsystem eines
lokalen Sicherheitssystems Zugriff auf die Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise in einem Klartextformat hat.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Durchführen der Richtlinienprüfung von einer lokalen Sicherheitsautorität,
LSA, durchgeführt wird und das vertrauenswürdige Subsystem ein vertrauenswürdiges Subsystem der LSA ist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schritte über eine Komponente eines Berechtigungsnachweissicherheits-
unterstützungsdienstleisters durchgeführt werden, die dem Client, der die Anfrage macht, über eine Schnittstelle
des Sicherheitsunterstützungsdienstleisters, SSPI, bereitgestellt wird, oder wobei der initiale Handschlag ein Hand-
schlag gemäß dem Secure Sockets Layer, SSL, oder Transport Layer Security, TLS, -Protokoll ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verhandeln ein Verhandeln unter Verwendung einer Verhandlung eines
einfachen und geschützten (Simple and Protected) Verhandlungsmechanismus, SPNEGO, einer Anwendungspro-
grammschnittstelle eines generischen Sicherheitsdienstes (Generic Security Service Application Program Interface),
GSSAPI, aufweist.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das ausgewählte Authentifizierungspaket ein beliebiges aus Kerberos oder NT
lokales Netzwerk, LAN, -Manager, NTLM, ist oder wobei das gemeinsame Geheimnis ein gemeinsamer Sitzungs-
schlüssel ist.

11. Anwendungsprogrammierschnittstelle, die auf einer Client-Computervorrichtung angesiedelt ist, die computeraus-
führbare Schnittstellenmodule mit computerausführbaren Befehlen zum Durchführen des Verfahrens nach Anspruch
1 umfasst.

12. Client-Rechenvorrichtung, die Folgendes umfasst:

eine Berechtigungsnachweissicherheitsunterstützungsdienstleisterkomponente zum Behandeln einer Anfrage
von dem Client (500) der Rechenvorrichtung nach einer Anwendung, einem Dienst oder einer Ressource eines
Servers (510) in der vernetzten Rechenumgebung, wobei die Anfrage eine Delegierung von Benutzerberech-
tigungsnachweisen von dem Client (500) auf den Server (510) zur Folge hat;
wobei die Berechtigungsnachweissicherheitsunterstützungsdienstleisterkomponente eingerichtet ist, einen
Handschlag zwischen dem Client (500) und dem Server (510) zu initiieren, die Auswahl eines Sicherheitsun-
terstützungsdienstleisters zu verhandeln, der von dem Client (500) und dem Server (510) gemeinsam genutzt
wird, um es als ein Authentifizierungspaket zum Authentifizieren von Kommunikationen zwischen dem Client
(500) und dem Server (510) zu verwenden, und um Schritte durchzuführen, um den Server (510) und den Client
(500) gegenseitig zu authentifizieren, unter Verwendung des Authentifizierungspakets,
wobei, wenn die gegenseitige Authentifizierung stattgefunden hat, die
Berechtigungsnachweissicherheitsunterstützungsdienstleisterkomponente ferner eingerichtet ist, eine Sitzung
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zwischen dem Client (500) und dem Server (510) und ein gemeinsames Geheimnis zur Verschlüsselung von
Nachrichten aufzubauen, die zwischen dem Client (500) und dem Server (510) gemäß der Sitzung kommuniziert
werden, und dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie eingerichtet ist, nach dem Aufbauen der Sitzung zwischen
dem Client (500) und dem Server (510) eine Richtlinienprüfung gemäß mindestens einer vordefinierten Richtlinie
durchzuführen, die verwendet wird, um die Delegierung von Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise von dem Client
(500) auf den Server (510) zu kontrollieren und zu beschränken, den öffentlichen Schlüssel Kpub des Servers
zu authentifizieren, durch:

Verschlüsseln des Kpub mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis,
Senden des verschlüsselten Kpub an den Server (510),
Empfangen einer Antwort von dem Server (510) und
Verifizieren, dass die Antwort Kpub+1 aufweist, das mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis verschlüsselt ist, und

die Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise an den Server (510) zu übertragen, um Zugriff auf die angefragte An-
wendung, den Dienst oder die Ressource des Servers (510) von dem Client (500) zu erlangen, nur dann, wenn
die Richtlinienprüfung bestanden ist und die Antwort Kpub+1 aufweist, das mit dem gemeinsamen Geheimnis
verschlüsselt ist.

13. Client-Rechenvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Berechtigungsnachweissicherheitsunterstützungsdienstlei-
sterkomponente ferner eingerichtet ist, die Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise in einem Format zu übertragen, das
nur ein vertrauenswürdiges Subsystem einer lokalen Sicherheitsautorität, LSA, in Klartextformat decodieren  kann,
oder wobei sich die mindestens eine vordefinierte Richtlinie mit der Entschärfung eines beliebigen aus einem oder
mehreren aus einem breiten Spektrum von Angriffen befasst, aufweisend einen Trojaner oder eine Schadsoftware,
die auf dem Client (500) abläuft, Standardgruppenrichtlinieneinstellungen und Gruppenrichtlinienwerte, die von
einem Administrator des Clients (500) konfigurierbar sind, ein Vergiften des Domänennamensdienstes (Domain
Name Service), DNS, um eine Auflösung auf einen unseriösen Server (Rogue Server) zu verhindern, und Denial
of Service-Angriffe.

14. Client-Rechenvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die mindestens eine vordefinierte Richtlinie eine Delegierungs-
richtlinie basierend auf einer relativen Stärke des Authentifizierungsmechanismus aufweist oder wobei die minde-
stens eine vordefinierte Richtlinie eine Delegierungsrichtlinie basierend darauf aufweist, ob die Benutzerberechti-
gungsnachweise aktuell, gesichert oder Standardberechtigungsnachweise sind.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10 als Teil einer Einzelanmeldung bei Ressourcen eines Servers, das
ferner folgende Schritte aufweist:

Empfangen der Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise über eine Einzelanmeldung einer Benutzerschnittstellen-
komponente eines Clients, um auf einen Satz von Ressourcen des Servers zuzugreifen, wobei
der Handschlag zwischen dem Client und dem Server gemäß dem Transport Layer Security, TLS, -Protokoll
initiiert wird; und
die Benutzerberechtigungsnachweise sicher an den Server delegiert werden, um Zugriff auf den Satz von
Ressourcen zu erlangen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de délégation d’informations d’identification d’utilisateur, d’un système client à un serveur, dans un envi-
ronnement informatique en réseau, comprenant les étapes ci-dessous, mises en oeuvre sur un dispositif informatique
du système client, consistant à :

traiter une demande, en provenance du système client, concernant une application, un service ou une ressource
d’un serveur dans l’environnement informatique en réseau, laquelle implique la délégation d’informations d’iden-
tification d’utilisateur du système client au serveur ;
initier (400) un établissement de liaison entre le système client et le serveur ;
négocier la sélection d’un paquetage d’authentification partagé entre le système client et le serveur, à utiliser
en qualité de mécanisme d’authentification en vue d’authentifier les communications entre le système client et
le serveur ;
authentifier mutuellement (410) et le serveur et le système client en utilisant le paquetage d’authentification
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sélectionné en qualité de mécanisme d’authentification ;
déterminer si une authentification mutuelle s’est produite selon ladite étape d’authentification mutuelle, et si
l’authentification mutuelle s’est produite, établir une session entre le serveur et le système client, incluant
l’établissement d’un secret partagé pour le chiffrement de messages échangés entre le système client et le
serveur, caractérisé en ce qu’il consiste à :

postérieurement à l’établissement de la session entre le système client et le serveur, et préalablement à
la transmission des informations d’identification d’utilisateur concernant la demande, mettre en oeuvre
(420) un contrôle de politique selon au moins une politique prédéfinie définie pour des informations d’iden-
tification  d’utilisateur, en vue de déterminer si le serveur est un serveur de confiance avec les informations
d’identification d’utilisateur, et authentifier (430) la clé publique Kpub du serveur par :

le chiffrement de la clé Kpub avec le secret partagé ;
l’envoi de la clé Kpub chiffrée au serveur ;
la réception d’une réponse en provenance du serveur ; et
la vérification que la réponse comprend une clé Kpub+1 chiffrée
avec le secret partagé ; et

si le serveur est un serveur de confiance selon la politique prédéfinie et si la réponse inclut une clé Kpub+1
chiffrée avec le secret partagé, transmettre (440) les informations d’identification d’utilisateur au serveur
en vue d’accéder à l’application demandée, au service demandé ou à la ressource demandée du serveur
à partir du système client.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite au moins une politique prédéfinie correspond à une pluralité
de politiques utilisées en vue de commander et de limiter la délégation d’informations d’identification d’utilisateur
d’un système client à un serveur.

3. Procédé de la revendication 2, dans lequel la pluralité de politiques traite l’atténuation d’un large éventail d’attaques,
notamment d’au moins une attaque par cheval de Troie ou par logiciel malveillant s’exécutant sur le système client,
une attaque par paramètres de politiques de groupe par défaut et par valeurs de politiques de groupe configurables
par un administrateur du système client, une attaque par empoisonnement du cache de service de noms de domaine,
DNS, destinée à éviter une résolution sur un serveur pirate, et des attaques par déni de service, ou dans lequel la
pluralité de politiques inclut des politiques qui mettent en oeuvre au mois l’un parmi une autorisation ou un refus
d’une délégation, sur la base d’une liste de noms principaux de services, SPN, du serveur.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la mise en oeuvre consiste à mettre en oeuvre un contrôle de politique
selon au moins une politique prédéfinie qui est définie sur la base du type d’informations d’identification d’utilisateur.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la mise en oeuvre consiste à mettre en oeuvre un contrôle de politique
selon au moins une politique prédéfinie qui est définie sur la base du fait que les informations d’identification
d’utilisateur correspondent à des informations d’identification par défaut, à des informations d’identification enre-
gistrées ou à des informations d’identification récentes.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite transmission des informations d’identification d’utilisateur con-
siste à transmettre les informations d’identification d’utilisateur en utilisant un format dans lequel seul un sous-
système de confiance d’un système de sécurité local a accès aux informations d’identification d’utilisateur en format
texte clair.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la mise en oeuvre du contrôle de politique est exécutée par une
autorité de sécurité locale, LSA, et le sous-système de confiance est un sous-système de confiance de l’autorité LSA.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdites étapes sont mises en oeuvre par l’intermédiaire d’un com-
posant de fournisseur de support de sécurité d’informations d’identification à la disposition du système client qui
émet la demande par le biais  d’une interface de fournisseur de support de sécurité, SSPI, ou dans lequel l’établis-
sement de liaison initial est un établissement de liaison selon le protocole de couche d’échange protégée, SSL, ou
le protocole de sécurité de couche de transport, TLS.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la négociation consiste à négocier en faisant appel à une négociation
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par mécanisme de négociation, SPNEGO, d’interface de programme d’application pour service générique de sé-
curité, GSS-API, simple et protégé.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le paquetage d’authentification sélectionné est l’un quelconque parmi
un gestionnaire de système Kerberos ou un gestionnaire de réseau LAN NT, NTLM, ou dans lequel ledit secret
partagé est une clé de session partagée.

11. Interface de programmation d’application, résidant sur un dispositif informatique client, comprenant des modules
d’interface exécutables par ordinateur présentant des instructions exécutables par ordinateur destinées à mettre
en oeuvre le procédé selon la revendication 1.

12. Dispositif informatique client, comprenant :

un composant de fournisseur de support de sécurité d’informations d’identification destiné à traiter une demande
provenant du système client (500) du dispositif informatique, concernant une application, un service ou une
ressource d’un serveur (510) dans l’environnement informatique en réseau, dans lequel la demande implique
la délégation d’informations d’identification d’utilisateur, du système client (500) au serveur (510) ;
dans lequel le composant de fournisseur de support de sécurité  d’informations d’identification est configuré de
manière à initier un établissement de liaison entre le système client (500) et le serveur (510), à négocier la
sélection d’un fournisseur de support de sécurité partagé entre le système client (500) et le serveur (510) devant
être utilisé en tant que paquetage d’authentification en vue d’authentifier les communications entre le système
client (500) et le serveur (510), et à mettre en oeuvre des étapes d’authentification mutuelle du serveur (510)
et du système client (500) en utilisant le paquetage d’authentification ;
dans lequel, si une authentification mutuelle s’est produite, le composant de fournisseur de support de sécurité
d’informations d’identification est en outre configuré de manière à établir une session entre le système client
(500) et le serveur (510), et un secret partagé pour le chiffrement des messages communiqués entre le système
client (500) et le serveur (510) selon la session, et est caractérisé en ce qu’il est configuré, postérieurement
à l’établissement de la session entre le système client (500) et le serveur (510), de manière à mettre en oeuvre
un contrôle de politique selon au moins une politique prédéfinie utilisée pour commander et limiter la délégation
d’informations d’identification d’utilisateur du système client (500) au serveur (510), en vue d’authentifier la clé
publique Kpub du serveur par :

le chiffrement de la clé Kpub avec le secret partagé ;
l’envoi de la clé Kpub chiffrée au serveur (510) ;
la réception d’une réponse en provenance du serveur (510) ; et
la vérification que la réponse comprend une clé Kpub+1 chiffrée avec le secret partagé ; et

à transmettre les informations d’identification d’utilisateur au serveur (510) en vue d’accéder à l’application
demandée, au service demandé ou à la ressource demandée du serveur (510) à partir du système client (500),
uniquement si le contrôle de politique a réussi et si la réponse inclut la clé Kpub+1 chiffrée avec le secret partagé.

13. Dispositif informatique client selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le composant de fournisseur de support de
sécurité d’informations d’identification est en outre configuré de manière à transmettre les informations d’identification
d’utilisateur dans un format que seul un sous-système de confiance d’une autorité de sécurité locale, LSA, peut
décoder en un format texte clair, ou dans lequel ladite au moins une politique prédéfinie traite l’atténuation d’une
ou plusieurs attaques quelconques parmi un large éventail d’attaques, notamment d’au moins une attaque par
cheval de Troie ou par logiciel malveillant s’exécutant sur le système client (500), une attaque par paramètres de
politiques de groupe par défaut et par valeurs de politiques de groupe configurables par un administrateur du système
client (500), une attaque par empoisonnement du cache de service de noms de domaine, DNS, destinée à éviter
une résolution sur un serveur pirate, et des attaques par déni de service.

14. Dispositif informatique client selon la revendication 12, dans lequel ladite au moins une politique prédéfinie inclut
une politique de délégation basée sur une puissance relative du mécanisme d’authentification, ou dans lequel ladite
au moins une politique prédéfinie inclut une politique de délégation basée sur le fait que les informations d’identifi-
cation d’utilisateur sont des informations d’identification par défaut, des informations d’identification enregistrées
ou des informations d’identification récentes.

15. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, mis en oeuvre dans le cadre d’une connexion unique
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aux ressources d’un serveur, consistant en outre à :

recevoir les informations d’identification d’utilisateur par le biais d’une connexion unique d’un composant d’in-
terface utilisateur  d’un système client, visant à accéder à un ensemble de ressources du serveur, dans lequel
l’établissement de liaison entre le système client et le serveur est initié selon le protocole de sécurité de couche
de transport, TLS ; et
les informations d’identification d’utilisateur sont déléguées de manière sécurisée au serveur, en vue de per-
mettre l’accès à l’ensemble de ressources.
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